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The Basics of NFC

Advantages of NFC
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2004

2006

The NFC Forum was created to ensure 
consistency among key players and 

foster mass adoption of the technology1

2012
NFC becomes widely adopted with innovations like 

Google Wallet, Merchant Customer Exchange, and 
Samsung’s programmable TecTile tags

The first set of NFC tag regulations were published1

History of NFC

What’s Possible with NFC?5

2017
Apple’s iOS 11 extends NFC 

beyond Apple Pay so that apps can 
access the scanner “to read tags, 

pair with accessories, and exchange 
data with other NFC devices.”2 

NFC’s ease of use and ability to create exciting customer 
experiences  makes it a powerful marketing tool. Brands should 

definitely start thinking of creative ways to incorporate this 
technology in their marketing efforts moving forward.

Getting Started
with NFC

Originated in 2004 as a subset of RFID

By emitting short range radio 
frequencies, devices can communicate 

with one another to transmit specific 
information and mobile experiences

Allows you to access specific 
information or trigger a series of actions 

on your mobile device with a tap

Different from Bluetooth because it 
does not require pairing or any extra 

steps

Security
The short range and layers of encryption 

and code protection make it more difficult 
to steal important information through NFC 

compared to a credit card.

Budweiser allowed 
customers to 

instantly add 
friends on 

facebook by 
clinking glasses with 

NFC technology.

The New York 
Marathon delivered 

videos of 
encouragement 

from runners’ loved 
ones as they passed 
certain LED screens.

Brand Table displays 
restaurant logos on 

food court tables for 
users to scan and 
order food directly 

to their seat.3

By placing two 
Androids back to 
back, users can 

“beam” contacts, 
URLs, photos, and 
other files between 

devices.4

Customer Experience
Imagine your new oven isn’t working. 

Instead of si�ing through your manual, you 
could simply tap your phone to your oven 
and be redirected to an instructional video 

or troubleshooting resources. 

Versatility
NFC opens the door for companies to 

bring new and engaging experiences to 
customers.

Our Favorite Uses

IoT and Smart Homes
You can now program your 

phone to play a song or 
playlist when you walk past 

objects in your home.

A Keyless Future
Le� your keys at home? Not 

a problem. NFC reading 
locks allow access when they 

recognize your phone.

Easy Payment
A quick tap to a parking 

meter or subway gate will 
be all you need to easily 

pay everday fares. 


